FORMATION: Circle, face center, join hands.

CHORUS

Count 1: R to right side
2: Hold
3: Close L to R and bend both knees
4: Release hands, bring them up to shoulder level.

5-6: Clap twice
7: Join hands. Leap on R to right side.
8: Close L to R.
9-32: Repeat count 1-8 three more times.

PART 1.

33: R to right side
34: Hold
35-37: Yem L
38: Hold
39: R to right side
40: Close L to R.
41-64: Repeat count 33-40 three more times.

REPEAT CHORUS

PART 2.

Repeat PART 1. On count 38 hop.

REPEAT CHORUS

PART 3.

33: Release hands. R to right side
34: L to left side and clap
35: R fwd
36: Hop on R and 1/2 turn to right side. End up with back to center of circle.
37: Close L to R
38: Hold
39: R touches in place.
40: Clap
41-64: Repeat count 33-40 three more times.